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PREFACE



The progress on the research carried out under NASA Grant NsG 3012 is



reported briefly here. The period covered is for six months ending December 31,



1977.



B. Lakshminarayana


Principal Investigator
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1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM



Both the fluid dynamic properties of a compressor rotor, governing efficiency,



and the acoustical properties, governing the radiated noise, are dependent upon



the character of the wake behind the rotor. There is a mixing of the wake and



the free stream and a consequential dissipation of energy, known as mixing loss.



The operational rotors generate the radial component of velocity as well as the



tangential and axial components and operate in a centrifugal force field. Hence,



a three-dimensional treatment is needed.



The objective of this research is to develop an analytical model for the



expressed purpose of learning how rotor flow and blade parameters and turbulence



properties such as energy, velocity correlations, and length scale affect the



rotor wake charadteristics and its diffusion properties. The model will necessarily



include three-dimensional attributes. The approach is to employ, as information



for the model, experimental measurements and instantaneous velocities; and



turbulence properties at various stations downstream from a rotor. A triaxial



probe and a rotating conventional probe, which is mounted on a traverse gear



operated by two step motors, will be used for these measurements. The experimental
 


program would include the measurement of mean velocities, turbulence quantities



across the wake at various radial locations and downstream stations. The ultimate



objective is to provide a rotor wake model, based on theoretical analysis and



experimental measurements, which the acousticians could use in predicting the



discrete as well as broadband noise generated in a fan rotor. This investigation



will be useful to turbomachinery aerodynamists in evaluating the aerodynamic



losses, efficiency and optimum spacing between a rotor and stator in turbomachinery.
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2. THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION



The material presented here is a continuation of the analysis described



in reference* [1].



2.1 Analysis 	 Based on k-E Model



2.1.1 	 Modification of turblence dissipation equation to include the effects of


rotation and streamline curvature



To describe the turbulence decay, second order dissipation tensor** s.. =
iJ



VOu.Ix)(auj/Xk) should be modeled. For simplicity of calculation and modeling, 

the scalar representation of dissipation is usually employed in representing the 

turbulent flow field. Scalar dissipation equation can be derived through the 

contraction of dissipation tensor E = e... In stationary generalized coordinate 

system, the transport equation for s can be written as follows for high turbulent



Reynolds number flows by retaining only higher order terms [2,3]



+	 u 3 lae+ g' -[i,j (4u k 	 Uk,j i ) 	 " 	 k ,jat_ 3 -V[ ikt4k	 +.t k +U-(k 
+ = (silck)+ Uk(s, u + N(Sku ) + UI(siku 

I 

[s,ik j 	 iik ,k i i k
U,ki,j + S 	 u,iuk,j + Sik

u ui + Siku uj]



II



2 nj Li mk . + &j)-2v g g 	 Is s + 	 ( t ,
ik,n Lm,j Sm,n ik,j j



ITT IV



- p'g g £mP~ik+5ikP,£m . (1) 

V 

Term I 	 of the above equation is lower order for flows with straight streamline
 


but is 	 larger for flows with streamline curvature and hence it is retained.



,n a rotating frame, additional terms due to centrifugal and Coriolis forces



enter into the momentum, dissipation equations. The additional term which appear



in the 	 right hand side of Eq. 1 is as follows [5]



*Numbers in square brackets denote the references listed at the end of this report.


**A list of notations is given in Appenidx II.
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'

-2 P[sip s'ik k 	+ s i k q
ipc 'k kpq5 
 ui



p[ ,m + s' m q 	 (2)

-22p [ pqS m mpq U,2]



The Q3 component in Cartesian frame turns out as follows



4Q u2 Du3 	 uI u3 u3 u2 u3 u1 	 (3)

3 - -+l --
+ -	 3
- Ox2 Ox ax
 x3 2 x2
x3 x3 


and becomes identically zero for isotropic flow. The effects of rotation comes



through the anisotropy of turbulence. In the process of turbulence modeling, if



local isotropy of turbulence structure is assumed, the effects of rotation can be



neglected. But, in the rotor wake, the turbulence is not isotropic. As proposed



by Rotta, the deviation from isotropy can be written as [6]



2 
- =k6ij (4) 

and the effects of rotation can be represented through the following term



a p
c i uj - 1i ) 
ucn 1= .))		 (5) 

where c1 is universal constant. If we introduce Rossby number (U/LQ) in Eq. 5



it can be also represented as follows



CU1I 2k
ik - -Pl1 )(c2/k)(Rossby number) 1 	 (6) 

The modeling of other terms in dissipation equation in rotating coordinate system



can be successfully carried out much the same way as in stationary coordinate



system. If we adopt the modeling of Eq. 1 by the Imperial College group [7,8],



the dissipation equation in rotating coordinate system can be shown to be as



follows



2 k -n 0O
De euiuk 	 Ui 
 

xk c 2
Dt= -cl k - - eaxk c k k -xO OF P00tL 

+cuiuk 1. 9 2 1 

2k i 	 - - -3_ j	 (-) (Rossby number) 	 (7)
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The effects of streamline curvature in the flow are included implicitly in the


momentum conservation equation. If the turbulence modeling is performed with



sufficient lower order terms, the effects of streamline curvature can be included
 


in the modeled equation. But for the simplicity of calculation, the turbulence



modeling usually includes only higher order terms. Therefore further considerations



of the effects of streamline curvature is necessary. In the modeling process,



the turbulence energy equation is treated exactly with the exception of the diffusion



term. The turbulence dissipation equation is thus the logical place to include



the model for the effects of streamline curvature.



Bradshaw [4] has deduced that it is necessary to multiply the secondary



strain associated with streamline curvature by a factor of ten for the accounting



of the observed behavior with an "effective viscosity" transport model. In the



process of modeling of turbulence dissipation equation, the lower order generation



term has been retained for the same reason. In our modeling the effects of



streamline curvature are included in the generation term of turbulence of dissipation


equation through Richardson number defined as follows,


2v8 cos 2 v/r2 
i = [" 2 ~ (rv)]r[( y) + (r 6 2 (8) 

r Oy 6 D~yJ ay7 

Hence the final turbulence dissipation equation which include both the rotation 

and streamline curvature effects is given by 

1) uiuk OU. 2 s-1 
u uk -DE = -c( + C R.) -- c -D 1 ")

Dt - c I k 3xk k S02Ce-KZ-2
 + 2k i 

x(Rossby number) (9) 

where C51 , cc, c62, ce, and c1 are universal constants. 

2.1.2 Turbulence closure



The Reynolds stress term which appear in the time mean turbulent momentum



equation should be rationally related to mean strain or another differential



equation for Reynolds stresses should be introduced to get closure of the governing
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equations. For the present study, k-s model which was first proposed by Harlow



and Nakayama [9] is applied and further developed for the effects of rotation and



streamline curvature. In k-s model, the Reynolds stresses are calculated via the



effective eddy viscosity concept and can be written as follows:



aU. DU.


-u.u. V + J 2k 
 (10)


3 tt(-x x. 3' 113 
-

I
 

The second term in the right hand side makes the average nomal components of
 


Reynolds stresses zero and turbulence pressure is included in the static pressure



Effective eddy viscosity vt is determined by the local value of k & s,
 


2
K 
 

where c is an empirical constant. The above equation implies that the k-s



model characterizes the local state of turbulence with two parameters k and s.



e is 	 defined as follows with the assumption of homogeneity of turbulence structure.



Du. anu. 
C = V-3 k 1 (12) 

For the closure, two differential equations for the distribution of k and E are



necessary. The semi-empirical transport equation of k is as follows



Dk a Vt 3k 	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
-	 3-,Gk k] + G - S OF POOR QUALITY (13) 

Where G is the production of turbulence energy and Gk is empirical constant.



In Section 2.1.1, the transport equation of e has been developed for the
 


effects of rotation and streamline curvature.



2.1.3 	 The numerical analysis of turbulent rotor wakes in compressors



The rotor wakes in a'compressor are turbulent and develops in the presence



of large curvature and constraints due to hub and tip walls as well as adjoining



wakes. Rotating coordinate system should be used for the analysis of rotor



wakes because the flow can be considered steady in this system. The above
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mentioned three-dimensionality as well as complexity associated with the geometry



and the coordinate system make the analysis of rotor wakes very difficult. A



scheme for numerical analysis and subsequent turbulence closure is described



below.



The equations governing three-dimensional turbulent flow are elliptic and



large computer storage and calculation is generally needed for the solution. The



time dependent method is theoretically complete, but if we consider the present



computer technology, the method is not a practical choice. The concept of



parabolic-elliptic Navier-Stokes equation has been successfully applied to some



simple three dimensional flows. The partially parabolic and partially elliptic



nature of equations renders the possibility of marching in downstream, which



means the problem can be handled much like two-dimensional flow. The above



concept can be applied to the flow problhms which have one dominant flow direction.



Jets and wakes flows have one dominant flow direction and can be successfully



solved with the concept of parabolic elliptic Navier-Stokes equation. The



numerical scheme of rotor wakes with the concept of parabolic elliptic Navier-


Stokes equation are described in Appendix II. Alternating direction implicit



method is applied to remove the restrictions on the mesh size in marching direction



without losing convergence of solution. The alternating-direction implicit method



applied in this study is the outgrowth of the method of Peaceman and Rachford



[10].



Like cascade problems, the periodic boundary condition arises in the rotor



wake problem. It is necessary to solve only one wake region extending from the



mid passage of one blade to the mid passage of other blade because of the



periodicity in the flow. This periodic boundary condition is successfully



treated in alternating direction implicit method in y-implicit step (Appendix II].



It is desirable to adopt the simplest coordinate system in which the momentum



and energy equations are expressed. As mentioned earlier the special coordinate



system should be rotating with rotor blade.
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The choice of special frame of the reference depends on the shape of the



boundary surface and the convenience of calculation. But for the present study,



the marching direction of parabolic elliptic equation should be one coordinate



direction. The boundary surfaces of present problem are composed of two concentric



cylindrical surfaces (if we assume constant annulus area for the compressor) and



two planar periodic boundary surfaces. One apparent choice is cylindrical polar


coordinate system, but it can not be adopted because marching direction does not


coincide with one of the coordinate axis. No simple orthogonal coordinate system


can provide a simple representation of the boundary surfaces (which means boundary 

surfaces coincide with the coordinate surface, for example, x.1 = constant). In 

view of this, the best choice is Cartesian because it does not include any terms 

arising from the curvature of the surfaces of reference. The overall description 

is included in Appendix II in detail. ORIGINAL PAGE IS 

OF POOR QUALITy 
2.2 Modified Momentum Integral Technique 

This analysis* is a continuation and slight modification to that given in



Reference 11.



In Reference 12, the static pressure was assumed to be constant across the



rotor wake. From measurements taken in the wake of heavily and lightly loaded



rotors a static pressure variation was found to exist across the rotor wake.



These results indicate that the assumption of constant static pressure across



the rotor wake is not valid. The following analysis modifies that given in



Reference 11 to include static pressure variation.



Also included in this analysis are the effects of turbulence, blade loading,



and viscosity on the rotor wake. Each of these effects are important in controlling



the characteristics of the rotor wake.



*Even though Equations 14 through 43 given in this report are a slightly modified


version of the analysis presented in Reference 11, the entire analysis is


repeated for completeness. The analysis subsequent to Equation 43 is new.
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The equations of motion in cylindrical coordinates are given below for r, 0,



and z, respectively (see Figure 1 for the coordinate system)



-O @u '2v 8-U + 
+ W -5- -(V + Qr 2 unU an 2 1 oP u'2 v'2 a(u'v')

@(3 z r p ar O r r- r rao 

a(u tw') (14) 
3z



V 3V + V + 3 UV + I P 1 (v' 2) 2(u'v') 3(u'v')


r + r + z r M pr+ r De r Or



3(v'w')a (zW (5(15) 
V U W ++ W V 1 aP a(w'2) 3(u'w') (u'w') 1 O(v'w') (16) 

r ae + W -5z 5z Or r r Der p3z


and continuity, 


aV + aW +U + 0 (17) 
rae 3z Or r 

2.2.1 Assumptions and simplification of the equations of motion



The flow is assumed to be steady in the relative frame of reference and to



be turbulent with negligable laminar stresses.



To integrate Equations 14-17 across the wake, the following assumptions are



made.



1. The velocities V0 and W are large compared to the velocity defects u



and w. The wake edge radial velocity, Uo, is zero (no radial flows exist outside



the wake). In equation form this assumption is,



U = u(6,z) (U0 = 0) (18)



V = V0 (r) - v(8,z) (V° >> v) (19)



W = Wo (r) - w(e,z) (W0 >> w) (20)



2. The static pressure varies as,



p = p(r,0,z)
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3. Similarity exists in a rotor wake.



Substituting Equations 18-20 into Equations 14-17 gives,



V 1 22~ 1
'2 '2 2
 
-2v~r) 1- p - u u vu u2vV 


a(u'v') (21)
3(u'w') 
 
r30 9z



V Vo v uV? ,2)


Vo v+ u--- W -v 20au + o 
 1 p 
 11(v)2 2(u'v') a(u'v') 
r3S Dr o z r p rao r 50 r ar 

(22)
-(v'w')


3z 

V w + u oW .S0W a 0 .. '
lp (w
aw i 2) a(u'w') (u'w') 1 9(v'w')
 23 
z Bz Or rr 3o 
rae U r o z p 

1 v awen = 0 (24) 

r 30 5z r 

2.2.2 Momentum integral equations



Integration of inertia terms are given in Reference 12. The integration of



the pressure gradient, normal intensity and shear stress terms are given in this



section.



The static pressure terms in Equations 21-23 are integrated across the wake



in the following manner. For Equation 22, 

81 

d (Pe - PC) (25) 

C 

The integration of the pressure term in Equation 21 is,



S ap do = -- Pc c o


r -r + PC (26)e 
 

It is known that, 

r(o 0) = 6 (27)° -

Differentiating the above expression, ORIGINAL PAGE IS 

-(e rO) D6 OF POOR QUALITY (28)3T r 0 __ - r (8
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o S 8 c
0+ 
 
(29)


r r Sr + r 

Using Equation 29, Equation 26 becomes,



p - ++Def -c rdO 8 (PC e De-r Pere ) (30)Sr Sr p -


Integrating the static pressure term in Equation 23 across the wake.



O6 o -p de= -p + P1 3o 
d = P (31) 

3z 3z e zC 

where 

-C l(V l - (32) 
Sz r% rw -w

0 C 

and



36 a 
- (r -ro) (33) 

Se eo

0= - 1 (34) 

3z az r @z 

Substituting Equations 32 and 34 into Equation 31



7. = V 1 Vo00fO°adZa- Pc.Vo e 1 vcC 5 
re z3 C er 0 - 3z 

Integration across the wake of the turbulence intensity terms in Equations 21


23 is given as,



6 i( _W U 2 - U 2 + v 2 )
 

Aft - -dl) (36)
r o Dr r r



& 1i( 2))d (37) 
2 o

r 

( )di (38) 

Integration of any quantiy q across the wake is given as (Reference 12),



O0 de = -q (39)
C 



0 f 0 ac asof( z dz q(z,0)dO + qe - qo (40) 
00 3a dz 8z 

c c 

If similarity in the rotor wake exists 

q = qc(z)q(n) (41) 

Using Equation 41, Equation 40 may be written as,



o 3(q(z,0)) -d(qc6)
 f1 qi Vo - ve. 
Of 
 dq = ~ (TI)dq + - T---- )(42) 

c 3z d rdz o + 00 e (42 

From Equation 40, it is also known that,



Sq c1 
 (3
I qd =- I q(n)dn (43) 
C 

The shear stress terms in Equation 21 are integrated across the wake as



follows. First, it is known that 

0 00 
f
f o 3(u'w') dO = o0 (u'v') do = 0 (44) 

0 a-e 0 r36 
c C 

since correlations are zero outside the wake as well as at the centerline of the



wake. The remaining shear stress term in Equation 21 is evaluated using the eddy
 


viscosity concept.



w "aw 
 (45)
U w 1Ta(z ar 

Neglecting radial gradients gives, 

I au OAAL PAI (6 

u'w' =1T(- ) OF POORis (46) 

Hence, it is known that,



d 0o a e___au 
(47)
dz af o (uw')d = -ij - f o do 

c c 

Using Equation 40 and Equation 47,



e De 
(48)
1 ° (U'w')dO = -PT z[fz 0 ud0 + um5 jz-m

C C 
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an[Hd ( u V-V(o
Dz r dz6m) + -) 0 (49)


0 C



H a2 u vcu v wu_(aU ) TT d 0m c m + c m] 
W2 
 = -Tr dz m rdz W - W ° (50) 

Neglecting second order terms, Equation 50 becomes,



o0aT I d2 V d(u
0 9 d--( m - d m)
- f -=(uw)dO - -[H 2(6 ° dz (51) 

H is defined in Equation 58. Using a similar procedure the shear stress term



in the tangential momentum equation can be proved to be,



2 V d(V)



"

8c)d r[G dz2(6V) + w 0 dzz (52)
0 r(vW')d ° 
 

G is defined in Equation 58. The radial gradients of shear stress are assumed to



be negligible.



Using Equations 39, 42, and 43, the remaining terms in Equations 21-24 are



integrated across the wake (Reference 12). The radial, tangential, and axial



momentum equations are now written as,



d(uM) (V + Sr)26S 26G(V + Qr)vcS
_s o+


r dz r2W2 W r
2
 

0 0 

36 SP 2~r


r2 - P ) + ) + - f[-__ 
w0 Or c ~ 0~p 
 r r~ 0


2 '
 1 - ---u S&T- [ 2 (6U ) + V du ml(3 
d o-+ dz . Wor 

r r W r d2 m w0dz 

s [-Tr + - + 2Q] - -- (v 6) = S(P - p) + 2 f i(
W r r rdz C: - 2 - 0 To 

0 0 

SPT d2 V dv


-[G 6V ) + -c ] (54)
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uH d (w ) _V P S


0 m C S I (p o e d



drdr S F
 
Wr 0r dz -z WP2 pr e W w3 W2pordz
 

o0 0 


+ S I 'a d 	 (55) 

0



and continuity becomes



Svc SF d(Swc) 
 SdumH SWcVo


+ -0 	 (56) 

r r dz 2 rW


r 0 

where wc, vc, and u are nondimensional and from Reference 12, 

= 
 G = f1 g(n)dn 	 , 	 v g(f) (57)


0 vc(Z) 

fb()dn , 	 u h(n) (58)



w f)5



H = o 	 ' (z) 	 = hn 

1if 
 

F = 1 f(r)dn 	 ' 	 (z) = f(n) (59) 
0 	 c 

2.2.3 A relationship for pressure in Equations 53-55



The static pressures Pc and p are now replaced by known quantities and the four 

unknowns vc, um, wc, and 6. This is done by using the n momentum equation (s, n 

being the streamwise and principal normal directions respectively - Figure 1) of 

Reference 13,



U2 O U n U
T U n +2SU cos- + r n cos2 
-1 no _n+Us s 	 - Ur r 

r +- a 	 2	 (60) 
a n 	 +rCoO)r n un O5s unuS) 

where


- 2r2 (61)
p2 = 


Non-dimensionalizing Equation 60 with 6 and Uso and neglecting shear stress terms



results in the following equation,
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Ur6(Un/Us o) Un(Un/Us) US(Un/Uso) 2 6 (Or)U cos UU2
Ust (r) nf l 0 s nItJ+ r rn 

U (so6)U2Or US~(r/6)s (n6 ls2 essoUs0 
 

2 2 ,22 
tis 0 1 P 1 n(u/0) (62) 
R 6 p 3(n/6) 2 (n/6)

c "so 

An order of magnitude analysis is performed on Equation 62 using the following



assumptions where e << 1,



n )i & Uu/Uso ' 

s 6 U/lUs 1 

6/r -- e u-/U 2 'b e 
n so



Or/Us0b 1 Rc n S



UsIU/s 1 /S Cbs



in the near wake region where the pressure gradient in the rotor wake is formed.



The radius of curvature, R. (Figure 1) is choosen to be of the order of blade



spacing on the basis of the measured wake center locations shown in Figures 2



and 3.



The order of magnitude analysis gives,



U 3(Un/1 o
 


USo (rl-/)



r (n/Uso) f2 (63) 
U a~~ (64) 

Uso 3(n/6) 

Use a(si)0 (65) 

26(Qr)Ur cos (

r (66)

U2o 

rn 2 2



2 )" cos 2 a (67)
s 
 
Us90 (rI6)
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2 2
 

usus (68) 

Rc /6 

22 
n (69) 
a (n/) 

Retaining terms that are of order s in Equation 62 gives



@(U/us) 2(2r)U eos U Us ° 1 a 1 3(u'2 /Us)s n 0 + - - _ _.s 01n (70) 
Uso as U2 R p nanU(70 

The first term in Equation 70 can be written as,



U 3=(jU5 ) U a((n/Us) (U/U)) (71) 

Uso at Uso as 

Since, 

U/U§ = tan a 

where a is the deviation from the TE outlet flow angle, Equation 71 becomes,



Us a(unUs o Us o) Ustanau 
 

Uso as Uso as[ta 0



U U 3(Us/us 

=-- s 0 sec a- + tana as 

u2 
sj 1 U a.Us/Uso.2 
2 + azs 
 s

U2 Rc s s (72) 


where 

aa 1 
as R



and



2 'u


see a = 1 

tan a I a 

with a small. Substituting Equation 72 and Equation 61 into Equation 70, 
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ut2/U )u a(U5 /To) 2(r)Urco 1 u1 

usoa0 3 s s 0+ 2 1= p1n an sp an U2 
 (73) 
O S+Ur
o



The integration across the rotor wake in the n direction (normal to streamwise)



would result in a change in axial location between the wake center and the wake



edge. In order that the integration across the wake is performed at one axial



location, Equation 73 is transformed from the s, n, r system to r, 0, z.



Expressing the streamwise velocity as



U2 = 2 + W2 
8 

and

 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
dz rd OF POOR QUALITY1 

, ds sindscos 
 

Equation 73 becomes,



(av2 +W2l/2 [Cos a V2 + W 2 1/2 ±sin 0 a V2 + W2)1/2 + 2 (Qr)Urcos 
V2 22 - 2 +W 2)V+ W- _2 -) rr 
 306(2 2 + W2+ WV + 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2
2 u
u
P
i cos e Pc coiD n (74 

2 2 r (2 sin 0 (Uo (74)p r 
V0 + W0 n50  szoU 

Expressing radial, tangential, and axial velocities in terms of velocity defects



u, v, and w respectively, Equation (74) can be written as,



18rcs 2 @veo0 2 aw1 a60 av2
21 rLcs Sz to°3V + Vo -)do + o° +.+ d 0 1 sina[of°(v+ 
2 2+ 2 0 3z 
 0c  d 2 2 i 8T (

01 0 0 0 

+ v° 
3V)dto66 9 

fd
0 caa 

2
3 +Woo e 

8+wo+ 2(2r)r
+jcos v2 
W 2 

f 00
0oc 
c 

0 0 

2
u 6 ° U 2


1 cos o1 -)do - sin 0 
2 2 p e - ) - cos c r 2 s f z(s (75) 

V +W t Us , 5 

Using the integration technique given in Equations 39-43, Equation 75 becomes,
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W2 
 d(v2) d(vd) 	 V - v d(w2) d(w )
0 C 	 G + (v +V v)( + d F +W d Fdz +Vo dz G 0 c) - w dz F1 dz 
0 c 

W 2
2 V0 -v C 0. 2 Va +2+We 

(w c + (WcW)0 )] + 	 0 tan + 0v V + 
o 	 0 	 0 

u , 2 v2 u , 2 (W2 + V2 e + e 
r u 00 0an o 0 0 n2Wo(Sr)UmH + r eo (-62-)do3 + r 

e Us0 
	 C S0 

l(p p (76) 

where,



G, = fI g2(n)dn , g(n) = v 	 (77)
o e (z) 	 (7 
F1=flf(n)dn VCW0 

1 f2F, TOd 	 f( ) = z 	 (78)1 	 WC(z)



Non-dimensionalizing Equation 76 using velocity W gives,



d(v2) + V d(v 	6) V V - v2 a[ cz G1 W d G + + T-- reW 	 d(w2 ) d(v c 	 ) + dz F 6)---F-
2 dz 1i F 	 dz G+( +W)w) d. F, +dz
 


0 	 0 0 C 

V -v 	 2+ ~ 

+ 	 (we +w 0-- )] +-atan [v + 0-V + w we] 
a c 0 

V2 '

V2 	 e u T
V o in 	 V 0 n 
+ 2@o 6H 	 + (1+ -) f T(--)de + (1+ -) f 0 (n)doW i 20 30e2 	 e C U2o W 	 C 	 WUs o  
 

(Pe -P2		
(79) 

Note, re, We, and 	um are now 00normalized by W° in Equation 79. 

2.2.4 Solution of 	the momentum integral equation



Equation 79 represents the variation of static pressure in the rotor



wake as being controlled by Corriolis force, centrifugal force, and normal gradients



of turbulence intensity. From the measured curvature of the rotor wake velocity
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centerline shown in Figures 2 and 3, the radius of curvature is assumed negligible.



This is in accordance with far wake assumptions previously made in this analysis.



Thus, the streamline angle (a) at a given radius is small and Equation 79 becomes,



V2 2
26(or)uH u V2 8 u12
 (Pe 
o 

WPo 22 a(--7-) 
-

2 p (8)2SO 
m + ( + 0 -(---)do + (1 + -) 

0oW C So o0 Uso WO 

Substition of Equation 80 into Equations 53, 54, and 55 gives a set of four



equations (continuity and r, 6, and z momentum) which are employed in solving for



the unknowns 6, um, vc, and wc . All intensity terms are substituted into the final
 


equations using known quantities from the experimental phase of this investigation.



A fourth order Runge-Kutta program is to be used to solve the four ordinary



differential equations given above. Present research efforts include working towards



completion of this programming.



O.RIGNALpAoFp0 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL DATA



3.1 Experimental Data From the AFRF Facility



Rotor wake data has been taken with the twelve bladed un-cambered rotor



described in Reference 13 and with the recently built nine bladed cambered rotor



installed. Stationary data was taken with a three sensor hot wire for both the



nine bladed and tweleve bladed rotors so that mean velocity, turbulence intensity,



and turbulent stress characteristics of the rotor wake could be determined.



Rotating data using a three sensor hot wire probe was taken with the twelve bladed



rotor installed so that the desired rotor wake characteristics listed above would



be known.
 


3.1.1 Rotating probe experimental program



As described in Reference 1, the objective of this experimental program is



to measure the rotor wakes in the relative or rotating frame of reference. Table 1
 


lists the measurement stations and the operating conditions used to determine the



effect of blade loading (varying incidence and radial position) and to give the



decay characteristics of the rotor wake. In Reference 1 the results from a



preliminary data reduction were given. A finalized data reduction has been completed



which included the variation of E due to temperature changes, wire aging, and
o 

other changes in the measuring system which affected the calibration characteristics



of the hot wire. The results from the final data reduction at r/rt = 0.720, i =



10', and x/c = 0.021 and 0.042 are presented here. Data at other locations will



be presented in the final report.



Static pressure variations in the rotor wake were measured for the twelve



bladed rotor. The probe used was a special type which is insensitive to changes



in the flow direction (Reference 1). A preliminary data reduction of the static



pressure data has been completed and some data is presented here.
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Table 1



Experimental Variables for Rotating Hot Wire and


Static Pressure Measurements



Incidence 00, 100 

Radius (r/rt) 0.720 and 0.860 

Axial distance from trailing edge 1/8", 1/4", 1/2", 1", and 1 5/8" 

Axial distance x/c (non-dimensionalized 0.021, 0.042, 0.083, 0.167, and 
w.r.t. the local chord) 0.271 

The output from the experimental program included the variation of three
 


mean velocities, three r.m.s. values of fluctuating velocities, three correlations,



and static pressures across the rotor wake at each wake location. In addition,



a spectrum analyzer was utilized to derive the spectrum of fluctuating velocities



from each wire.



This set of data provides properties of about sixteen wakes, each were defined



by 20 to 30 points.



3.1.1.1 Interpretation of the results from three-sensor hot-wire final data reduction



Typical results for r/rt = 0.72 are discussed below. This data is graphed



in Figure 4 through 24. The abscissa shows the tangential distance in degrees.



Spacing of the blade passage width is 300.



(a) Streamwise component of the mean velocity, US



Variation of US/USO downstream of the rotor wake, Figures 4 and 5, indicates



the decay characteristics of the rotor wake. The velocity defect at the wake



centerline (USC)d/USO is about 0.45 at x/c = 0.021 and decays to 0.56 at x/c = 0.042.



The total velocity defect (Qd)c/Qo at the centerline of the wake is plotted



with respect to distance from the blade trailing edge in the streamwise direction



in Figure 6 and is compared with other data from this experimental program. Also



presented is other Penn State data, data due to Ufer [14], Hanson [15], isolated
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airfoil data from Preston and Sweeting [16], and flat plate wake data from



Chevray and Kovasznay [17]. In the near wake region decay of the rotor wake is



seen to be faster than the isolated airfoil. In the far wake region the rotor,



isolated airfoil, and flat plate wakes have all decayed to the same level.



Figures 4 and 5 also illustrate the asymmetry of the rotor wake. This



indicates that the blade suction surface boundary layer is thicker than the



pressure surface boundary layer. The asymmetry of the rotor wake is not evident



at large x/c locations indicating rapid spreading of the wake and mixing with



the free stream.



(b) 	 Normal component of mean velocity, UN



Variation of normal velocity at both x/c = 0.021 and x/c = 0.042 indicate



a deflection of the flow towards the pressure surface in the wake, Figures 7 and



8. The deflection is seen to decay from x/c = 0.021 to x/c = 0.042. This decay



results from flow in the wake turning to match that in the free stream.



(c) 	 Radial component of mean velocity, UR



The behavior of the radial velocity in the wake is shown in Figures 9 and 10.



The radial velocity at the wake centerline is relatively large at x/c = 0.021,



and decays by 50 percent by x/c = 0.042. Decay of the radial velocity is much



slower downstream of x/c = 0.042.



(d) 	 Turbulent intensity, FWS, FWN, FWR



Variation of FWS, FWN, and FWR across the rotor wake at x/c = 0.021 and



x/c = 0.042 as shown in Figures 11 and 12, Figgres 13 and 14, and Figures 15 and



16, respectively. Intensity in the r direction is seen to be larger than the



intensities in both the s and n directions. Figures 15 and 16 show the decay of



FWR at the wake centerline by 50% over that measured in the free stream. Decay



at the wake centerline is slight between x/c = 0.021 and x/c = 0.047 for both
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FWS and FWN. At x/c = 0.167,FWS, FWN, and FWR have all decayed to close to that



in the free stream.



This final data reduction indicates large gradients of,



D(FWR) a(FWR)


az ' 30



with much slower decays of FWS and N in the near wake. To correctly predict



the flow in this region, the terms containing large gradients of FR must be



retained.



(e) Turbulent stress, B(4), B(5), and B(6)



Stresses in the s, n, r directions are shown in Figures 17 and 18, Figures 

19 and 20, and Figures 21 and 22, respectively. Turbulent stress B(4) is seen 

to be negative on pressure surface side of the wake centerline, positive on the 

suction surface side, and zero at the wake centerline. Decay of B(4) from x/c = 

0.021 to 	 x/c = 0.042 is large. Beyond x/c = 0.042 decay of turbulent stress B(4) 

is much slower. Turbulent stress B(5) is small compared to the levels measured



for B(4) and B(6). Turbulent stress B(6) is 0.015 at x/c = 0.021 and decays at



.05 of the peak seen on the pressure surface side in the rotor wake at x/c = 0.042.



Decay is much slower downstream of x/c = 0.042.



(f) Resultant stress, RESSTR



Variation of resultant stress across the rotor wake is shown in Figures 23 

and 24 for x/c = 0.021 and x/c = 0.042. Resultant stress is highest on the 

pressure surface side of the wake centerline. This peak decays from a resultant 

stress level of 0.017 at x/c = 0.021 to a level of 0.005 at x/c = 0.042. At x/c = 

0.271, RESSTR has decayed to close to its free stream value. 

3.1.1.2 	 Interpretation of the results from static pressure preliminary data


reduction



Variation of static pressure across the rotor wake is shown in Figure 25



through 27 at r/rt = 0.721 for x/c = 0.021, 0.083, and 0.271. Local static
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pressure in the wake is non-dimensionalized with wake edge static pressure, Pe' on



the pressure surface side of the wake. Large gradients of P/Pe is'clearly seen



at all axial locations. This indicates that when theoretically predicting the



rotor wake that terms such as,



6' az



must 	 be retained. However, the variation in static pressure shown in Figure 25



through 27 is not clearly understood. At a larger radial position (r/rt = 0.860),



the static pressure variation shown in Figure 28 was measured at x/c = 0.021. 

Comparison of Figures 25 and 28 does not show a similar variation of P/Ps across



the wake as would be expected. For this reason, the results shown here are only
 


preliminary as the data reduction procedure used in calculating P is presently



being checked. Therefore, the only reliable conclusion that can be drawn from



this 	 preliminary data reduction is that gradients of static pressure do exit in



the rotor wake.



3.1.2 	 Stationary probe experimental program



Using a three-sensor hot wire probe, stationary data was recorded using the



technique described in Reference 13. Measurement locations and the operating



conditions used in the measurement of the wake of a-12 bladed uncambered rotor is
 


described in Reference 1. With a 9 bladed cambered rotor installed, stationary datawas



taken at three operation conditions in both the near and far wake regions. Axial



distance was varied from x/c = 0.042 to about 1.2 chords downstream at ten radial



positions from hub to tip (r/rt = .465, .488, .512, .535, .628, .721, .814, .916,



.940, 	 and .963). This data will indicate the effect of end wall flows and the



hub wall boundary layer on the rotor wake. To determine the centrifugal force



effect on the rotor wake, ;data was recorded at- design conditions with two rotor



RPM's (RPM = 1753 and 1010). To indicate the effect of loading, the data was also



taken at an additional off-design condition at each measurement location.
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The nine bladed data described here and the previously taken twelve bladed



data will be reduced when the data processing computer programming has been



completed



3.2 Experimental Program at the Axial Flow Compressor Facil.ty
 


Rotor wake measurements to be carried out at the axial flow compressor facility



consist of both the rotating and the stationary hot wire measurements along with



a static/stagnation pressure survey across the wake. The purpose of this



investigation is to study the following:



1. Wake development and decay as it travels downstream.



2. Nature of wake along the radial direction.



3. .Nature of wake in the hub and annulus wall boundary layers.



4. Effect of blade loading on the wake.



5. Effect of IGV wakes on the rotor wake.



6. Effect of inlet distortions on the wake.



7. Comparison of measurements in stationary and rotating frame of reference.



For the pressure survey a special type of static/stagnation probe is being



fabricated. It is designed to be insensitive to direction changes.



Presently, the rotating hot wire measurements are being carried out.-- Using



the traverse gear, which was modified to suit the present requirements, the three



sensor hot wire is being traversed across the wake. A sketch of the modified



tranverse gear is shown in Figure 29. The output which is in the form of three



D.C. voltages, three r.m.s. voltages and three correlating voltages are being



processed. Some preliminary results of the rotor wake, measured at radius =



9.448" (R/Rt = .45) and 1.75 inches axial distance downstream of the trAiling



edge (corresponds to 0.3 times chord length) at the design operating condition 

(0 = 0.54) are shown in Figures 30 and 31. The width of the passage is 18'. The



streawise velocity US, shown in Figure 30, shows a rather slower decay of the



wake in this configuration of heavily loaded rotor. The radial velocities, shown



http:Facil.ty
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in Figure 31, are also higher than those reported in previous cases. The



turbulence intensities (not shown here) are also found to be high.
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4. SYNTHESIS AND CORRELATION OF ROTOR WAKE DATA



4.1 Similarity rule in the rotor wake



There is sufficient experimental evidence about similarity of mean velocity



profiles in successive sections of wake flows in the downstream direction. The



free-turbulent-flow regions are relatively narrow, with a main-flow velocity



much greater than the transverse component. The spacial changes in the main


flow direction are much smaller than the corresponding changes in the transverse



direction. Furthermore, the turbulence flow pattern moving downstream is strongly



dependent on its history. These facts make similarity probable in wake flows.



The similarity rule is examined for rotor wake flows. The data due to Raj and



Lakshminarayana [13] and Schmidt and Okiishi [18] as well as those present in



Section 3 are examined.



4.1.1 Data of Raj and Lakshminarayana [13]



The maximum mean velocity difference is used as a velocity scale to make all



the velocities non-dimensional. The so-called "half-value" distance which is the



distance from the axis of symmetry to the location where the mean velocity defect



is half the maximum value, is used as a length scale.



Similarity in axial velocity profile was discussed in Reference 12 and will



not be repeated here.



Due to imbalance between centrifugal force and static pressure in the radial 

direction, the radial velocity component is formed. In the blade boundary layer, 

the radial velocity profile is determined by the above mentioned imbalance of 

forces acting on the fluid particle. The experimental data of rotor wake shows 

that there are two dominant radial velocity scales. One is dominant in the center 

region and the other is dominant in the outer region of the wake. Figure 32 

shows general profile of radial velocity and notations used. In the center 

region (0 < jyl < kLpi or ILsI) the velocity is non-dimensionalized with (Aurm)p or 

(Aurm)s. In the outer region the velocity is non-dimensionalized by (Aur)p or
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(AUp)s . The length L or Ls is used for non-dimensionalizing length scale.



Figure 33 and Figure 34 show typical radial velocity distribution with the above



mentioned velocity and length scales. In the center region, the profile is



nearly linear. In the outer region, the velocity is very small, and hence the



large scatter in the data.



4.1.2 	 Data of Schmidt and Okiishi [18]



The velocity profiles with the same corresponding velocity and length scales



are shown in Figure 35 and Figure 36 for the Iowa State data. Better agreement



with theoretical distribution in axial velocity component is shown. Good agreement



with theoretical Gaussian distribution is also shown for the absolute tangential



velocity profile plotted in Figure 37.



With regard to the radial velocity component, plotted in Figure 38, the



new velocity and length scale defined earlier are used successfully. The bell


shaped velocity profile curves are found in axial and tangential velocity components.



But for radial velocity components, different length and velocity scales are



necessary and the velocity profile is nearly linear near the center region.



4.1.3 	 Rotating probe data from the AFRF facility



The data reported in Section 3 of this report is plotted in Figures 39 through



50 in a non-dimensional form using the characteristic length scale (Lp and Ls)



and velocity (Wc, uc and um) discussed earlier. These results are from a twelve
 


bladed rotor operating at 00 and 100 incidence and taken with a rotating triaxial



probe.



The axial velocity profile, shown plotted in Figure 39 and 40, seem to follow



the Gauss' function (e-0"6932). The tangential velocity defect, shown in



Figure 41 and 42, show the same trend. Even the radial velocity seem to follow



this trend (Figure 43). The nature of thse radial velocity profiles are different



from those reported earlier (Figures 33, 34, and 38). Further work with regard



to the existance of similarity in radial velocity is presently underway.
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The radial, axial and tangential component of turbulence intensity profiles



at various incidence, radial and axial locations are shown in Figures 44 through



49. The intensities are plotted as



,2 U'


u P vs Rp or rs


,2 u'



u c c



The intensities are normalized with respect to the extrapolated peak intensity



near the center and the corresponding value in the free stream is substacted from



the local value. All the data seem to follow the Gauss' function



4.2 Fourier Decomposition of the Rotor Wake



The rotor wake can be conveniently represented in terms of a Fourier Series.



The velocity at a position (r, 8, z) can be represented as:



r z c s ne no0 n-l[An L + 
LuDN (ro,z) = A + [A (r,z)cos + Bn (r,z)sin -] (81) 

where



D Umax


= normalized velocity defect - 

n UDL max min 

0 = distance between wake centerline and the location where the 

= (wake width)
u D 


umax = maximum velocity in the wake



uin = centerline velocity in the wake



u = velocity at any point



In the present study, the wake data from the axial flow research fan reported



in Reference 13 is analyzed by Fourier decomposition. The method is based on the



recursive technique of Ralston [19]. In the analysis, the velocity defect was



normalized by the wake centerline defect and all the angles by the angle at the



half wave width in Equation 81. A represents half the average of the wake velocity
° 
 

in the given interval.
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Now



2 D
f27r osn8 d

A n2
 cos% - de 

=
where e- = Neumann's factor ( 1 for n = 0; = 2 for n>0)
n 

27 = interval of integration (in the analysis only the wake portion is



considered).


~ 2w


AAO27r = f027 D d
uD %dO 

c 

= average over the interval



Similarly An and Bn are calculated. As the coefficients represent the normalized



velocity defect, it should stay constant if similarity exists. Figures 50to 56



shows the coefficients plotted against distance from the trailing edge normalized



by the blade chord. It is obvious that there is considerable scatter in the



coefficients indicating the scatter in the data. Figure 56 shows the scatter



of the coefficients for the first four harmonics, which were found to be the



dominant ones. The values of Bn, the amplitude of the sine component of the



series was found to be extremely small indicating the axisymmetric nature of the



wake, where all the distances were normalized by the respective length scale and



the local velocity defect by the centerline defects. The Fourier series matches



quite well with the data points, when only the first four harmonics were considered.



Figures 57 and 59 shows how closely the two curves match. The correlation



coefficient for the entire wake was found to be around 0.9988.



ORIGINs 
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APPENDIX I



Nomenclature



B(4),B(5),B(6) = r.m.s. turbulent stress in the streamwise, normal, and 
radial directions respectively (normalized by local resultant 
dynamic head) 

c = Chord length 

c Z = Lift coefficient 

Cl,Cel,cez,Cc = Universal constants 

F,G,H = See Equations 57-59 

FIG I = See Equations 77 and 78 

FWS,FWN,FWR = r.m.s. turbulent intensity in the streamwise, normal, and 
radial directions, respectively (normalized w.r.t. the local 
resultant velocity) 

gi = Metric tensor 

i = Incidence 

k = Kinetic turbulent energy C1-(u2 + u2 + U32 

[2u 1 + 2 -1 3 ) 

m = Passage-mean mass flow rate 

Lp,Ls = Wake width at half depth on the pressure and suction side 
respectively 

p = Static pressure 

PC = Wake center static pressure 

Pe = Wake edge static pressure 

p = Mean static pressure at y,r plane (in momentum integral
analysis this is wake average pressure) 

P' = Fluctuating component of static pressure 

p" = Correction part of static pressure 

p* = Reduced pressure 

Q = Total relative mean velocity 

Qd = Defect in total relative mean velocity 

RESSTR = Total resultant stress i(B(4)]2 + [B(5)] 2 + [B(6)] 2 ) 

Rc = Local radius of curvature of streamwise flow in wake. 
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r,O,z = Rotating cylindrical coordinate system (radial, tangential, 
and axial directions, respectively, z = 0 is trailing edge, 
Figure 1) 

S = Blade spacing 

s,n,r 

st 
1J 

= Streanwise, normal, and radial directions, respectively 
(Figure 1) 

1 @U. au. 
= Strain rate fluctuations u._+ aI)] 

x 

u,v,w, = Relative radial, tangential, and axial mean velocities, 
respectively (Figure 1) 

US,UN,UR = Relative streamwise, normal, and radial mean velocities, 

respectively 

USO = Relative streamwise mean velocity in free stream 

Us, Un, Ur = Relative streamwise normal and radial mean velocities, 
respectively (Figure 1) 

U.I = Component of mean velocity 

u,v,w = Defect in radial, relative tangentail and axial velocities, 
respectively, in the wake 

ui = Components of turbulent velocity 

Uj,kvj,kwW,k = Value of u, v, and w at node coordinate (j,k) 

u 

uT ,v',w' 

= 

= 

Maximum radial velocity away from the centerline normalized 
by W0 

Turbulence velocities in the radial, tangential, and axial 

directions, respectively (Figure 1) 

uv' ,u'wt ,v'w' = Turbulence velocity correlation 

u*,v*,w* = Intermediate value of u, v, p during finite different 
calculation 

u' u' u' 
s n r 

= Turbulent velocities in the streamwise, normal and radial 
directions, respectively (Figure 1) 

V0 ,W = Relative tangential and axial velocity, respectively, outside 
of the wake 

V8 = Streamline velocity in the definition of Richardson number 

Vc'W c = Defect in tangential (relative) and axial velocity, 
respectively, at the wake centerline normalized by W 

o 

x = Axial distance 
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Ax,Ay,Az = Mesh size in x, y and r direction, respectively



2= Angular velocity of the rotor 

a = Angle between streamwise and blade stagger directons 
(Figure 1) 

= Angle between axial and streamwise directions (Figure 1) 

6 = Semi wake thickness [r(6 - 0o)] 

6. = Kroecker-delta



s = Turbulence dissipation



C.. = Dissipation tensor



eijk = Alternating tensor



ecle 0 = Angular coordinate of the wake centerline and wake edge,
°
 
respectively



Is, p = Wake transverse distances normalized by L. and Lp, respectively



X = Blade stagger



IIT = Turbulent eddy viscosity



V = Kinetic viscosity



Vt = Effective kinetic viscosity



p = Density



= Mass averaged flow coefficient (based on blade tip speed)



Subscript



o,e = Values outside the wake



c = Values at the wake centerline



= Wake averaged values



t = Tip



2D = Two dimensional cascade
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APPENDIX II



Numerical Analysis



A.l 	Basic Equations



Some of the notations and technique used are illustrated in Figure 60.



Other notations are defined in Appendix I.



Continuity



au + 	av +Wx- + z 0ORIGINAL PAGE I6
OF POOa QTJAUTY 

Momentum equation in rotating coordinate system.



x direction (Figure 60)



+ 	 V - w-+ 20W sin6 = -ap + + u'w 

a ay Or p x Ox y Or 

y direction 	 (Equation 60)



3 2
U + V 1V p - x uv-V-V+ _±v, + I v'wj



ax Cy Or pay O ay Or



r direction (Figure 60)



-2-a14 W Q 1 a 2T 
oW+ V + W 2W+u 2'wV cos+--w2+U sin - rr = 
ax Sy Or paOr Ox ay Or



where x is streamline direction and r is radial direction and y is binormal



direction. The coordinate frame is chosen as Cartesian at each marching step.



A.2 	Equations for the Numerical Analysis, Including Turbulence Closure



The parabolic-elliptic Navier-Stokes equations at each marching step with x



as the streamline direction are given below. Lower order terms in the



equations of motion (Section Al above) are dropped resulting in the following



equations.



x direction:



U + V - + W -r + 29w sin$ = -1 2- 0- vr + - u'w'} 

ax ay or p ax y or 


y direction:



2 	 a 
Ox ay Or 	 p ay y Or 
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r direction 

-W + VW rW2 1 3p a v'w' + w,2} 

U +V + W I + 29v cos-2U sin - r - T 
ax ay Dr pr 3yr



Here a turbulence model for the Reynolds stresses is introduced.



;u. 3u.


--u ! = (a- +t3x ax ii 

Then the momentum equation becomes



x momentum



2 2v 2


+ + + + x V -_+ W -5-r 292W sina - -_ vO+tf3U a - 3S-2rDU3 3D3 a3 lap 32_1 av2 313 3+ 

ax 3y 3r p ax 2y 3xy 2r 3xar 

y momentum



V2 k 2V 2_ 

U + Vv + W 3 -2 2r3y_2W} 3k+--+ 
ax 3rPay t 23ay r2 3ry 

r momentum



W W W lp + 32W - 2 3k

U T- + V -W - + 29v cos- 2 g sin-r r = - + t 2 3 r 

9x 3y ar p 3r t2 3



32V .3 w
 
a2v 2w 
+Oray + -71 

A.3 Marching to New x Station with Alternating Directions Implicit Method 

The periodic boundary condition is imposed on boundary surfaces where y 

constant. Therefore, the first step is r-direction implicit and the second step 

is y-direction implicit.



A.3.1 r implicit step



A.3.1.1 Equation for new streamwise velocity components at the new station



-_j'k 1 j+l'k - 1 j'k+l - Uj'k-1U j'k +v W U+ .+2J W
Ax j'k 2Ay J'k 2Ar + j k sink 

1kI . -2 u-2u +
Fa+vt{U-I -1'k k + U+l'k + 'j,k-i j,k Uj'k+l 

p ax (Ay)2 (Ar)2 
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IAx(y. k+ V.lk V.~~l-~+ 3
4Axy(j+lk+l Vjl~k_- 3+1'k-1 - j1,k+I
1 V 

+ I__ (W + W. . 


4AxAr j+ k+l Wj-l'k-1 - Wj+l'k-1 j-l'k+l' 

This equation can be rearranged as



AUj,k+1 + Bujk + CUjk-1 =D



This system of linear equations with boundary condition can be solved easily with



standard AD1 scheme. See Figure 60 for the definition of U, V, W and u, v, w.



A.3.1.2 Equations for first approximation for v,w in the new x station



With the upper station value of static pressure, v and w are calculated. The



finite difference form of v momentum equation is as follows:



U.'k Vi'k - Vj'k Vj+l'k - Vj-l'k + . Vk+l - vjk-1l 2siW k cos5


An +Vj'k 2Ay j'k 2Ar j'k



I PJ+l'k - Pj-l'k + v {2.0 Vj+l'k - 2Vj'k + Vj-l'k
P 2Ay t (Ay)2 

Kj~' -2j' 

2j+l'k - KJk + Vjk+l 2vj'k + V ik+l 

3 Ay (Ar)2 

+4 1 (W.+l'k+l + Wj-lrk~- W.+l1k_ 1 - W,-l'k+!)}


+4AyAy J kF -w-j + 

This equation can be rearranged as follows 

A'Vjk-1 + B'VJk + C'V.ik+l = D' 

Similarly, the equation for w radial velocity at new station can be written and 

rearranged as follows: 

A"wj'k-i + B"Wj'k + C"w 'k+l = ORIGINAL 1PGI 
OF poop.QUAITY 

A.3.1.3 Correction for u,v,w



Static pressure variation is assumed in the streanwise direction for the



parabolic nature of governing equations. Generally, the continuity equation is
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not satisfied with the assumed static pressure variation. The static pressure



is re-estimated so that the velocity components satisfy the continuity equation.



The standard Possion equation is solved for the cross section at given stage.
 


The peculiar point in correcting process is that the mass conservation should be



considered between periodic boundary surfaces.



The finite difference form of correction part of static pressure is as follows



P, I +
M k{/ 2 + 2 1){ 1_ (p p, I, 

l -l j+l'k) + p(Ar)2j'k+ +lp(Ay2)2. +72p(Ar) ) p(Ay)22( --'k - 1 kk

uj,kj - j-l'k i'k -j'k-1 

Ax Ay Ar



+j'k PJ''kkandanP,' k PikP

The equations for correction of velocity components are as follows



Vj* =- _ y - p,

Vi,k P Ay jl'k j"k



wt, 1 -L(P*, P


j'k p Ar j'k+l j'k



j'k p a )j'k 

and


P ' p u.kAyAr



ax'k z -- AyAr



where m is the flow rate between periodic boundary surfaces.



A.3.2 y-implicit step



The similar equations to those in 3.1 can be easily developed for y-implicit



step. At this step of calculation, the periodic boundary condition is applied and



this step is much like correction step, whereas the r-implicit step is much like



predict step.
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A.4 	 Calculation of k and s for Subsequent Step



The effective kinetic eddy viscosity is calculated from the equation



kC


t 
 

Therefore, at each step k and c should be calculated from the transport equations 

of k and e. 

The finite difference forms of these transport equations is straightforward. 

The equations can be rearranged like 

Akjk- 1 + Bkjk + Ckjk+1 = D 

A.5 	 Further Correction for Calculation



The above sections briefly explain the numerical scheme to be used for the



calculation of rotor wake. The turbulence model includes the effects of rotation



and streamline curvature. The static pressure distribution will be stored and



calculated three dimensionally. The result of calculation will be compared



closely with experimental data. The possibility of correction on turbulence model



as well as on numerical scheme will be studied.
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Figure 1: Coordinate system and notations used
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